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El Niflo and La Nifia are oceanographic and atmospheric phenomena that have been
catalogued for well over a centuly. In El Nifio years, Peru's otherwise thy west coast is
subjected to torrential rainfall.Higher ocean temperatures off the coast are deemed the
culprit. Attempts to quantify this began in the early part of the20thCentury in the
western Pacific/eastern Indian Ocean region. By approximately the 1980's, what is
known as the Southern Oscillation Index (501) became established as a benchmark for
understanding circulation in the Pacific Ocean.
This present study compared summer SOl averages with average fall and winter
precipitation at 260 locations in Montana, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. The time
periods analyzed included 1948-97, 1951-80, 1961-90, 1951-65, 1966-80, 1961-75,
1976-90, and 1983-97. Linear regression and means-difference analysis (t-tests) were the
statistical methods employed. The former test was used to test hypothesized positive
correlations (r>0) for each station. A p-value less than or equal to 0.01 was established as
verifying the correlations. This same level of significance was used to verify a second
hypothesis using t-tests. This hypothesis states that mean seasonal precipitation values
following La Nifla episodes exceed that which follows El Niflo episodes. It was
theorized that there would be geographical correspondence between results of the two
models. In addition, these relationships were theorized to remain regardless of the period
that was analyzed. Results were also hypothesized to yield notable spatial variation.
The hypothesis pertaining to the two statistical models were largely rejected. For
approximately half of the time periods analyzed, however, high levels of statistical
significance were noted in western portions of Montana, Washington, and Oregon, aswell as northern parts of Idaho. Most sites appear to be near the western slopes of major
mountain ranges, or are located near mountainous provinces. The hypothesis regarding
uniformity of results for all time periods was also rejected. However, three out of eight
time periods analyzed utilizing the means-difference model showed roughly the same
geographic distribution of high significance as noted with the linear regression model.
The lack of correspondence between the two models is thought to be the result of marked
diversity in precipitation averages that correspond to El Niflo and La Nifia events. The
high West Coast precipitation totals that followed the El Niflo of 1982-83 demonstrated
how an event can violate the assumption that accompanies use of the statistical models.
This fundamental assumption is that low precipitation totals follow El Niflo events, while
higher totals characteristically follow La Nifia events. Marked spatial variation of the
statistical results confirmed the final hypothesis.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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El Niño Southern Oscillation is a phenomenon known to effect weather patterns
across the Pacific Ocean and beyond. Knowledge of what is popularly termed El Nifio
certainly predates the20thCentury along the northern coast of South America (Quinn et
al. 1987). Residents of countries such as Peru and Chile observed abrupt climatic
changes brought on by above-normal water temperatures. Some of the world's driest
desert areas became temporarily transformed by massive increases in rainfall. This desert
bloom undoubtedly improved life inland, but negative repercussions were felt offshore.
Subdued easterly winds off South America translated into decreased upwelling, and a
decrease in trade winds (Taylor 1998). This is the scenario that allows warm western-
Pacific waters to migrate much farther east than normal. The gradient that causes winds
and effected ocean currents to travel from the East Pacific to the West Pacific is nullified
and sometimes even reversed in an El Niño (Berlage 1961). The lack of gradient across
the Pacific postpones upwelling and any consequent nutrient enhancement along South
America's northwest Coast. Organisms that have an affinity for colder water tend to dive
deeper in search of nutrients (Quinn and Burt 1972). Species that depend these
organisms suffer a great toll during these periods.
In contrast to observations in the eastern Pacific, Sir Gilbert Walker was attempting
to explain the behavior of monsoons in South Asia in the early 2O Century. In his study
of atmospheric pressure changes across the Pacific, he was the first to determine that
lower than normal atmospheric pressures in the western Pacific corresponded with higher
than normal pressures in the eastern Pacific (Troup 1965, Walker 1923, 1924, 1928). He
documented the opposite phenomenon as well, and termed the occurrence the "SouthernOscillation." Walker attempted to quantify this, endeavoring to correlate atmospheric
pressure differences in multiple locations across the Pacific (Troup 1965). Many of his
contemporaries lacked interest in his investigations, probably due to his lack of success in
devising a predictive scheme based on his findings (Taylor 1998). A lack of data from
locations in the eastern Pacific undoubtedly made such inquiry difficult (Quinn and Burt
1972).
As late as the 1960's, the concept of the Southern Oscillation received little
attention, although Troup (1965) had devised an index based on Walker's (1923, 1924,
1928) earlier pursuits. Quinn and Burt (1972) used atmospheric pressure data from
Darwin, Australia alone as a predictor of rainfall in the central and western Pacific. They
noted improved results when pressure data from Easter Island were added to the analysis.
By the 1980's, inquiry into the relationship between El Nifio Southern Oscillation and its
affects on North America became more common (Redmond and Koch, 1991).
Ropelewski and Halpert (1986) attempted to correlate El Nifio Southern Oscillation with
temperatures and precipitation in North America. The climate data utilized were from
climatic divisions. Redmond and Koch (1991) followed this work, also using climate
data at the climatic division scale for the entire western United States. They correlated
climatic and precipitation values with the Southern Oscillation Index (SOT) as calculated
by Troup (1965):3
So'
(Pressure Anomaly, Tahiti)(Pressure Anomaly, Darwin)
Standard Deviation of the Difference
Where the pressure anomaly is the monthly mean pressure minus the long-term mean for
each station.
While this formula is fairly standard, values are commonly multiplied by 10, providing
for a range from approximately 30 to +30. These values are published on a monthly
basis by the Department of Natural Resources, Queensland, Australia (DNIRQ, 1999).
Redmond and Koch's (1991) study utilized two statistical techniques: linear
regression and t-tests.Regression was used to ascertain a linear relationship between the
Southern Oscillation Index and precipitation/temperature in locations throughout the
West. For example, El Nub (negative SOl) episodes were theorized to precede dry
periods in the Northwest, while increased precipitation was thought to follow La Nifla
(positive SOT) events. This relationship can be expressed in graphs with linear, upward
trends (Figure 1) that can be verified via calculation of p-values, which reveal the
significance of the correlation. The four levels of statistical significance employed
included the following: pO.00i, p0.Ol, pO.O5, and p>O.O5. The first two of these
four are levels of significance that confirm upward linear trends as defined by an r-value.
Redmond and Koch (1991) reported r-values that did not exceed 0.5 12 in the Northwest
when the SO! and October-March precipitation were compared. This indicates relatively
low correlation when the two variables are correlated. Despite these levels of correlation,
p-values less than or equal to 0.01 confirm a general trend. Redmond and Koch (1991)4
mapped the four previously-described levels of statistical significance at the climatic
division scale.
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Figure 1. An example of a station that closely conforms to the hypothesized relationship
between the Southern Oscillation Index (SOl) and precipitation at stations in the
Northwest. This graph reveals positive (r>O) correlation.
The other technique involved t-tests, which were employed to determine whether
there were differences between the mean precipitation totals and temperatures of La Nifia
and El Niflo years. This means-difference test assumes a null hypothesis. In this case,
the null hypothesis states that there is zero difference between October-March
precipitation values for La Nifia and El Niño years. Redmond and Koch (1991) assumed
that seasonal precipitation values following La Nina episodes should exceed those
following El Nifio episodes in the Northwest (Figure 2). P-values less than or equal to
0.01 confirm a difference between mean precipitation values of La Nina and El Niño
years. They mapped their results according to the fourlevels of statistical significance
also used with the linear regression model: pO.00l, pO.Ol, pO.O5, and p>O.05.5
Average Oct-March
Precipitation,
La Nifla Years
Average Oct-March
Precipitation,
El Niflo Years
Figure 2. Hypothesized relationship between seasonal precipitation averages following
La Nifla and El Nifio episodes in the Northwest. A t-test is used to confirm this
relationship.
Statement ofHypothesis
The current study utilizes many of the same statistical and mathematical concepts
employed by Redmond and Koch (1991). However, precipitation data in this case are
based on individual station locations, and not at the climatic division scale.The
fundamental hypothesis of this study is that positive correlation (r>0) will be established
between the Southern Oscillation Index and October-March mean monthly precipitation
values at individual station locations throughout the Northwest. The statistical
significance of this correlation is expressed by p-values. Any p-value less than or equal
to 0.01 will be cited as confirming the significance of the correlation.This hypothesis
assumes a relationship where negative SOI values correspond with ElNiño events, while
positive SOl values correspond with La Nifia events. In addition, a difference between
the seasonal precipitation means of years that follow La Nifia and El Niflo events will be
established through the use of a means-difference test (t-test). Any station with a p-value
less than or equal to 0.01 will be cited as confirming that seasonal precipitation averages
that follow La Nina episodes exceed those that follow El Niflo episodes. This test is alsohypothesized to yield similar spatial point-data outcomes to the results of the linear
regression model. Both models are hypothesized as confirming these trends regardless of
the length of the data set in question. Finally, it is theorized that results of both statistical
tests will reveal notable spatial variation. This is in contrast to Redmond and Koch's
(1991) results, which uniformly classify large areas equivalent to climatic divisions (i.e.
all of Montana west of the Continental Divide) within single correlation significance
categories. One prominent discovery Redmond and Koch (1991) made was the out-of-
phase relationship between the Northwest and Southwest. Contrary to trends in the
Northwest, the Southwestern United States often suffered through dry periods following
La Nifia episodes, and wet periods commonly followed El Niño events. Assuming this
trend, the states included in the study are Montana, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho,
which all generally showed positive correlation between the SOl and seasonal
precipitation. The use oft-tests also confirmed this, as precipitation averages following
La Nifia events were generally found to exceed those following El Niflo events.7
3I*1D1II
Data analysis involved 260 NOAA cooperative stations from each of the four
northwestern states: Montana, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho (Figure 3, Appendix Al-
4). Initially, station metadata were recorded, including the length of record for each
station, was well as geographic coordinates. Upon recording every station in the
Northwest region, each station was assessed for its length of record. It was determined
that the longest period of record that allowed for retention of a significant percentage of
stations was 50 years. Every station with monthly precipitation records that began on or
before June of 1948 was considered for analysis.
Stations were evaluated according to monthly precipitation data completeness for
the period of record. A baseline percentage of 90% was established. Stations that fell
below this threshold were eliminated from consideration. Most stations that were
retained showed data completeness in excess of 95%. Once a station was retained, its
monthly precipitation data were downloaded in an electronic form from the Western
Regional Climate Center (1999). Missing or incomplete data for a particular month were
extrapolated using data from nearby cooperative stations.
Once in a complete form, monthly precipitation and Southern Oscillation Index data
were combined in a spreadsheet format. The six-month (June-November) average of the
Southern Oscillation Index was compared with the average monthly precipitation from
the following fall/winter precipitation season, beginning in October and ending in March
of the following year. This is in keeping with the results determined by Redmond and
Koch (1991), who determined that a four-month delay between comparison of average
monthly SOT values and precipitation yielded the highest levels of correlation in theFigure 3. Location of stations included in study.Northwest. Regression calculations were computed, with average monthly SOl values
being designated the explanatory variable, and average monthly precipitation being
assigned the response variable.These calculations were assessed for eight different
periods of record between 1948 and 1997. These include the entire record (1948-97), as
well as two thirty-year subsets: 1951-80, and 1961-90. These were further subdivided
into four 15-year periods, partially based on the recommendation of Redmond (1999). A
fifteen-year period for the most recent data in the period of record (1983-97) was also
established. Regression values (r-values) and correlation significance values were
recorded. In addition, one-sided t-tests were computed on the means of years that
correlated with both El Niffo and La Nifia years, a technique employed by Redmond and
Koch (1991). This involved each of the eight periods of record discussed above. This
statistical technique was utilized to determine a difference between the means of
numerically negative SOl events (El Nifios) and positive SOl events (La Niñas), but also
to be compared with linear regression results. It was also used to assess geographic and
statistical equivalence between the two models. Significant results from the t-test were
utilized to generally confirm the upward and linear trends determined by the linear
regression model.
Upon computation, the data were mapped using ArcView version 3.2. Four
statistical categories were established for both statistical models. These are based on the
four categories applied by Redmond and Koch (1991), as well as qualitative categories
established by Ramsey and Schafer (1997:45). They include convincing significance
(p<zO.00l), high significance (pO.00 1-0.01), suggestive significance (pO.Ol -0.05), and
low significance (p>O.O5). The first two categories (conclusive and high significance)10
confirm observed correlations, as well as a difference between means using the t-test.
Stations with results in these two categories are discussed at greater length in the Results
section. Geographic trends were noted for time periods where multiple stations showed
statistical significance with either of the two models. Data from selected stations were
presented in a graphical form. Precipitation data for the 1948-97 period were sorted
beginning with the driest years on record. Precipitation values equate with average
monthly values for each October-March period. The driest and wettest 15-year periods
were highlighted in order to demonstrate the number of La Nina and El Niño events in
each. The 1982-83 El Nifio event was highlighted separately to illustrate precipitation
that resulted from it across the Northwest.11
RESULTS
1 948-9 7 Period
Montana had the greatest number of stations in the convincing significance
category (p<O.001) at 15 (Figure 4). These were predominantly located west of the
Continental Divide; a minority of stations in this province fell into another of the three
significance categories. Three stations were located east of the Divide. These included
Boulder, Mystic Lake, and Gibson Dam. The data of four stations were featured in a
graph and spreadsheet format: Darby, Lincoln Ranger Station, Mystic Lake, and Gibson
Dam (Figure 5 and Figure 6). The majority of the wettest 1 5-year periods followed La
Nina conditions, while the driest 15-year periods were dominated by El Nifio events at
these stations (Figure 6). The strong El Niflo event of 1982-83 appeared within the driest
15-year period at each location. Each station demonstrated upward-trending graphs,
though considerable scatter is noted, as well as diversity in scatter between stations
(Figure 5). The strong El Nifio event of 1982-83 yielded relatively low winter
precipitation conditions in Montana, following the assumptions used with the application
of the linear-regression model. This is likely the reason that Montana had the highest
number of stations in the convincing significance category.
Employment of the means-difference model yielded a comparable number and
distribution of stations (Figure 7). This generally confirms the assumption that stations
that show high p-values using the regression model also show a significant difference
between the means of El Nifio and La Nina years for the 1948-97 period of record.00 Bonners erry0 0 0
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Washington had the second largest number of stations in the convincing
significance category (p<O.00I) at 13 (Figure 4). These were predominantly locatedin
close proximity to Puget Sound, and several are found adjacent to Cascade Range
uplands. High significance is evident at additional stations near the Olympic Peninsula,
as well as in southeast Washington.The four stations featured in the convincing
significance category include Startup, Blame, Palmer, and Olga (Figure 8). La Nina
conditions dominated the majority of the wettest 15-year periods at each location (Figure
9). El Niflo years also made up the majority of the driest 15-year periods ateach
location. The strong El Niflo event of 1982-83 occurred within the fifteen driest years at
only the Olga station, and produced above-average precipitation for the October-March
period at Startup. Evidence from the four stations that are featured suggests that this
particular event violates the hypothesized assumptions of the regression-based model for
this time period in the state of Washington. Though upward trends are evident in the
graphs of precipitation vs. Southern Oscifiation Index values, considerable scatter can be
seen. Contributing to this factor is the precipitationvalues yielded during the winter of
1982-83.
Results from the means-difference model showed stations with a comparable
geographic distribution to that observed using the linear regression model (Figure 7).
This demonstrates the close correspondence between p-values using the regression model
and the means-difference model for the 1948-97 period of record. This is despite the
influence of the 1982-83 El Niflo and considerable precipitation diversity following weak
El Niflo and La Nina events.18
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Oregon had three stations that fell into the convincing significance category
(p<O.00l; Figure 4). These stations are located in close proximity to the Cascade Range,
but at varying elevations. A considerable number of nearby stations fall into the high
(pO.00l-O.Ol) correlation category. The northern Coast and northeast Oregon also have
stations that show this level of significance. Stations featured graphically include
Headworks Portland Water Bureau, Cascadia, Oakridge Fish Hatchery, and Rock Creek
(Figure 10). Only the latter of the four is located away from the influence of the Cascade
Mountains in the Blue Mountains of northeast Oregon. The wettest 15-year period at
each location was dominated by La Nina events; conversely, El Nifio years made up a
majority of dry years at each location, but by a lesser margin (Figure 11). The strong El
Nifio event of 1982-83 correlated with the wettest 15-year periods at each of the four
locations. This accounts for the some of the considerable scatter revealed in the negative
SOI (El Niño) portion of the graph. The 1982-83 event violates drier-climate
assumptions placed on the linear regression model at each of the four locations, and most
clearly at Rock Creek.
The results of the means-difference model show close geographic correspondence
to those observed with the regression model (Figure 7). This is despite the fact that no
station reported a p-value less than 0.00 1. Essentially, stations that reported strong
regression p-values also showed a significant difference between the means of El Niflo
and La Nifia years.
Idaho had one station that fell into the convincing significance category (p<0.00l),
Fenn Ranger Station (Figure 4). This station is found at 1590' in elevation near a river
bottom location. It is arguably influenced by its location within a mountain provincep
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despite its low elevation for the area. Six additional stations in northern and central Idaho
are found in the high significance category. The four stations featured in graph and
spreadsheet format are Grangeville, Fenn Ranger Station, Bonners Ferry, and Wallace
Woodland Park (Figure 12 and Figure 13). The majority of years in the wettest 15-year
period fall in the La Nina category at each location. Conversely, El Niflo events
dominated the driest 15-year periods at all but Wallace Woodland Park, where they
comprised only a slight majority. The strong El Niflo of 1982-83 showed a variety of
rankings at the four stations.At Bonners Ferry and Wallace Woodland Park, this event
yielded average monthly precipitation (October-March) that was within the wettest 15-
years (Figure 13). The El Nino event at the two featured stations located farther south
yielded less October-March precipitation, but the precipitation average was still near the
mean for the entire 50-year period. As a result, the precipitation averages that followed
the 1982-83 event conformed more to hypothesized lower precipitation amounts within
the linear regression model at Fenn Ranger Station and Grangeville.This event violated
low-precipitation assumptions in a more overt way at the two more northerly stations.
This can be seen in how the 1982-83 event promotes scatter on the graphs of these
stations (Figure 12).
The means-difference model reveals a similar geographic distribution of stations to
the regression model (Figure 7). There was an increase in the number of stations that
showed both convincing and high significance. As with the other four states, this
indicates that stations that show a high regression correlation also demonstrate a
significant difference between the mean October-March precipitation values of El Nub
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1951-80 Period
The 195 1-80 period showed a geographic distribution of stations in the two highest
p-value categories in the Northwest comparable with that observed in 1948-97 (Figure
14). Montana, however, had fewer stations in these two categories, and reported only
two stations at the p<0.00l level. Eight are observed at the p=O.001-O.Ol level. Stations
with higher levels of statistical significance seem concentrated west of the Continental
Divide. Graphs of four stations in Montana show a diversity of scatter, but a general
upward trend and linearity can be seen (Figure 15). Scatter appears to be the result of
both El Nifio and La Nifia events that violate hypothesized assumptions inherent with
usage of the linear regression model. For the four Montana stations this includes wetter-
than-expected years following El Nifio events of varying magnitudes.
The means-difference model produces a comparable geographic distribution to the
linear regression model (Figure 16). However, the general level of statistical significance
shows a decrease, with no stations being at the p<O.00l level, and six being at the
p=O.00l-0.Ol level. The two models show less comparability for the 1951-80 period.
In Washington, a total of eight stations report a p-value of less than 0.001 using the
regression model for the 195 1-80 period (Figure 14 and Figure 17). The location of these
stations is similar to what was observed for the 1948-97 period. The focus remains the
east PugetSoundregion,andincludes some slightly higher-altitude stations such as
Diablo Dam (890')andSnoqualniie Falls (440'). Lake Wenatchee within the Cascade
Mountains province also is in this statistical category. Areas with stations in the
p=O.001-O.Ol category include the southern Olympic Peninsula, southwestWashington,
andsoutheast Washington (Figure 14). The four stations featured all show upward0
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trending graphs with limited scatter (Figure 18). With a few exceptions, El Niflo and La
Nifla events are consistent with their hypothesized linear relationship. Negative SOl
events are generally drier, while positive SOl events produce higher levels of
precipitation.
The means-difference model does not produce p-values that mirror the linear-
regression model (Figure 16 and Figure 19). Only four stations statewide report p-values
less than 0.01, but these are located in the eastern Puget Sound region. Despite the
distinct linear trends of these graphs, there appears to be a less significant difference
between the precipitation means of El Niflo and La Nifla years for the 195 1-80 period.
Oregon produced two stations with a p-value less than 0.001 for the 195 1-80 period
(Figure 14). Both of these stations appear to be markedly influenced by their location
adjacent to the Cascade Range. Several additional stations register at the p'<O.Ol level.
These are located at the eastern and southern margins of the Willamette Valley, the
northwest Coast, the lower Columbia Gorge, and adjacent to the Blue Mountains. This
geographic distribution is comparable to that produced with the linear regression model
for the 1948-97 period (Figure 4). The four stations featured graphically include two
located on the Coast and two at the margin of the Cascade Range (Figure 20). These
graphs display comparable degrees of scatter, which appears more pronounced during
negative SOT events. Upward trending graphs are observed at these four locations.
The means-difference model reveals a significant departure from the results of the
linear-regression model (Figure 16). Only one station shows significance at the p=O.001-
0.01 level. A total of eight stations are observed at the suggestive (pO.Ol-O.O5)
significance level.The contrast in results between the two models might be indicative ofI
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Figure 19. Map showing means-difference significance in western Washington. 1951-80.
A t-test was applied to evaluate the difference between the mean precipitation(October-
March) of years dominated by El Niño and La Nifia events.Ii
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Figure 20. Graphs of Oregon weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOl values, 195 1-80. Precipitation values are in inches.34
the diversity of precipitation responses following ElNifio events for the1951-80period.
Few stations displayed a significant difference between the means of positive and
negative SOT events.
In Idaho, Fenn Ranger Station alone showed a statistical significance at the p<O.00l
level (Figure14).A total of five stations at the pO.00l-O.Ol level are generally located
between central and northern Idaho. This geographic distribution somewhat reflects that
produced for the1948-97period (Figure4).The four graphed stations show a general
linear trend, but significant differences are indicated (Figure 21). Depending on the
station, notable scatter can be observed for both negative and positive SOT events.
The means-difference model produces results that diverge from those indicated by
the linear regression model (Figure 16). The most noteworthy of these is Fenn Ranger
Station and its suggestive(pO.Ol-O.05)significance level when the average precipitation
of El Niflo and La Nina years is compared. At this location, the correspondence between
the two statistical methods is low for the1951-80period. Two other stations show
significance at the p<O.Ol level, which is comparable to that observed for the linear
regression model. One station, Bonners Ferry, displays an increased level of significance
to that observed with the linear regression model. Positive and negative SOT means-
difference comparisons show some divergence from what the linear regression model
indicated.I
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Figure 21. Graphs of Idaho weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOT values, 195 1-80. Precipitation values are in inches.36
1961-90 Period
The 1961-90 period reveals a departure from the 1948-97 pattern in regard to
stations with statistical significance across the Northwest (Figure 22 and Figure 4).
Montana shows the greatest number of stations in the two highest categoriesof
significance. Eight stations reported p-values less than 0.001, and six of these are westof
the Continental Divide. Stations with a p-value from 0.001-0.01 are located both eastand
west of the Divide. Graphed stations include two on eitherside of the Continental Divide
(Figure 23). Upward trends are evident at each location, though some scatter isevident.
The strong El Niño event of 1982-83 produced precipitation that is arguablyconsistent
with the fundamental hypothesis in this study. Therefore, this event alone did not
markedly contribute to scatter on the graphs. This is the despite the fact thatprecipitation
was higher than would be expected by astrict adherence to the linear regression-based
hypothesis.
The means-difference assessment for 1961-90 produced a geographicdistribution
of stations largely coincident with that observed using the linearregression model (Figure
24). However, an increased number of stations show a greatersignificance with the use
of the means-difference model. This demonstrates significantprecipitation differences
between negative and positive SOl events throughout the state for the 1961-90 period.
This is true of several locations that lacked statistical significancefor other time periods
in the study.
Stations in Washington show a difference in significance from that observedfor the
longer 1948-97 period (Figure 22 and Figure 4). Though stifi congregatedin the eastern
Puget Sound area, only one station is found at the p<O.001 level,and seven are found atSta
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the p=O.001-O.Ol level. Graphs of precipitation versus SOT values show diversity in
patterns of scatter, though upward trends are evident (Figure 25). In each case
precipitation linked to the 1982-83 El Niño event tends to increase the scatter. This event
produced precipitation levels that tend to violate the assumptions of the hypothesis
related to the linear regression model.
The means-difference model yielded p-values that were comparable in significance
and geographic distribution to those noted for the linear-regression model (Figure 24).
As was true of Montana, a number of stations reveal an increase in significance in
comparison with the linear regression model. At these locations, statistical significance
can be established between means of negative and positiveSOl events from 1961-90.
Like Montana and Washington, Oregon shows 1961-90 results that depart from
those observed for 1948-97 (Figure 22 and Figure 4). Only Bonneville Dam shows
significance at the p=O.001-O.Ol level. Fourteen stations display significance at the
suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.O5) level. Four graphs taken from different locations show
considerable scatter, although a general upward trend can be recognized (Figure 26).
Scatter seems to be accentuated on the negative SOT-value side of the graphs (El Niflo
events).Contributing to this is the strong El Niflo of 1982-83, which produced one of
the wetter precipitation responses recorded at each of the four locations for the 1961-90
period of record (Figure 26). The 1982-83 event is therefore not consistent with the
hypothesis that El Niflo events are followed by dry periods.
The number of stations that showed statistical significance at the p0.O0l-O.Ol level
increased with application of the means-difference model (Figure 24). The geographic
distribution of these stations appears to parallel those in the regression model at aii
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suggestive (p0.01-0.05) and high (p0.00l-O.Ol) significance level. A difference
between the means of El Niflo and La Nina years is established at these locations for the
1961-90 period.
Three Idaho stations report p-values at the 0.00 1-0.01 level for the 196 1-90 period
(Figure 22). Though the number of statistically significant stations in the state shows a
decrease in comparison with the 1948-97 period, the geographic distribution of these
stations is comparable; these stations are located in central and northern Idaho (Figure 4).
Upward trending graphs are observed at four locations in the state (Figure 27).
Considerable scatter characterizes these stations, notably because of the precipitation
effects of the 1982-83 El Niflo. This event produced precipitation levels that were at or
above average for three of the four featured locations.Considering that this was the
strongest El Nifio for the period of record, it is not consistent with the dry seasonal
precipitation assumptions inherent in the use of the linear regression model.
Employment of the means-difference model yields an increase in the number of
stations where pO.001-O.Ol when compared with the linear regression model (Figure
24). Included are McKay Ranger Station and McCall, located farther south than stations
that typically reveal significance in the state. Lewiston also shows high statistical
significance. Despite the El Niflo event of 1982-83, many of the wetter episodes within
the 1961-90 record appear to correlate with La Nifia events, at least at the stations
included in Figure 24. Though El Niflo events appear less pronounced in their effects, t-
tests indicate a difference between the means at nine stations.The significance of these
differences is at the p0.001-0.O1 level.ii
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1951-65 Period
1951-65 period was one of four where regression calculations were applied to 30-
year data sets (1951-80 and 1961-90) that were divided in two 15-year portions. An
additional 15-year period was also analyzed (1983-97). Little significance was observed
when linear regression was applied to the 1951-65 period throughout the Pacific
Northwest (Figure 28). Montana only had one station at the p=O.Ol-O.00l level, and six
at the suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.O5) level. Though a linear relationship can be observed at
both stations featured in Figure 29, St. Ignatius displays considerable scatter. Darby
shows less scatter, and a resultant higher r-value (0.71 vs. 0.55). Though both of these
values are comparatively high,onlythe Darby value is statistically significant. The low
p-values throughout the state likely reflect the increased effect precipitation averages of
individual years have within this 15-year data set. This becomes particularly pronounced
with less linear data sets, but affects those with higher r-values as well.
The means-difference calculation yielded no station with a p-value more significant
than 0.01 (Figure 30). The geographic distribution of these stations roughly reflected
those that registered some level of significance upon application of the linear regression
model. However, no clear precipitation difference can be established between positive
and negative SOl events for the 1951-65 period.
Washington displayed no stations that were above the suggestive level upon
application of linear regression for the 195 1-65 period (Figure 28). Two of the three
stations that registered at the pO.Ol-0.O5 level are featured in Figure 31. Though both
graphs show an upward trend, there is likely enough scatter that low p-values are the
result. This is despite the fact that both featured stations have r-values that exceed 0.50.Precipitation vs. SQl
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Figure 28. Map showing significance of correlation between June-November SOl andOctober-March precipitation, 1951-65.Points
in the conclusive and high categories denote locations with confirmed levels of statisticalsignificance. Labeled stations also have data
featured graphically. Stations with the 80 highest r-values can be found in the appendices.47
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No geographical equivalence can be drawn between the linear regression model and
the means-difference model, as no station registered a p-value above the lowest (p>O.05)
significance category (Figure 30).
Oregon showed two stations at the pO.0l-O.00l level of significance (Figure 28).
These were in Fossil and Milton Freewater, locations not seen before at higher levels of
statistical significance. Graphs of these stations show linearity (Figure 32), but some
scatter reduces the p-value to a lower category than might be expected with r-values
above 0.64. This value is significantly higher than any station reported for the 1947-98
period.
No station reported statistical significance with application of the means-difference
model in the state of Oregon (Figure 30). As a result, no difference can be established
between the precipitation that followed El Niflo and La Nina events for the 1951-65
period.
Idaho had only one station at the p0.00l-O.Ol level, and four at the suggestive
(pO.Ol-O.OS) level (Figure 28). Upward trending graphs are noted for the two stations
featured: American Falls and Grangeville (Figure 33). Both have high r-values compared
to those observed for the region during the 1948-97 time period. Only Lewiston
registered at the p=O.00l-0.Ol level, and American Falls was only recorded at the
suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.O5) level. Considerable scatter is possibly the cause of low p-
values despite comparatively high r-values; this perhaps reveals the ability of high or low
magnitude seasonal precipitation averages to have a substantial effect on statistical
significance.51
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Six stations reported suggestive (p=O.O 1-0.05) significance upon application of the
means-difference model (Figure 30). Two of these included Lewiston and American
Falls. Some geographic equivalence between the two statistical models can be
established for the state. However, a clear difference between precipitation following
positive and negative SOl episodes cannot be confirmed for the 1951-65 period.
1966-80 Period
Four Montana stations reported statistical significance at the p=O.001-O.Ol level for
the 1966-80 period (Figure 34). Two of these stations located in northwest Montana
largely mirrored locations where higher statistical significance has been established for
other time periods. However, the two stations in southwest Montana rarely show
statistical significance. Graphs of these four stations denote upward trends that are
basically linear (Figure 35). Each station's r-values equal or exceed 0.66. It is likely that
p-values are not less than 0.001 despite these higher r-values because of the strong
influence of years that are wetter or drier than would be expected under the basic
hypothesis of this study. These have a substantial influence due to the shorter (15-year)
time period involved.
Results of the means-difference model showed some geographical correspondence
to the results of the linear regression model (Figure 36). Three of the four stations that
were featured graphically show a difference between the means of negative andpositive
SOl years at the p0.00I -0.01 level. A total of six stations reported this level of
significance, establishing verifiable differences between El Niflo and La Nifia events at
these locations for the 1966-80 period.p ngeles OretePL
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locations with confirmed levels of statistical significance.57
A total of eight Washington stations register at the highest (p<0.001) level of
statistical significance for the 1966-80 period (Figure 34). These show a concentration in
the eastern Puget Sound area. The location of the Cascade Range again appears to
correlate with several of these stations, most of which are at slightly higher elevation than
the main Puget Lowland area. This appears to be an area with recurrent levels of high
significance upon application of the linear regression model. A secondary focus is noted
on the Olympic Peninsula, particularly at Port Angeles. The four stations that are
featured graphically all show upward-trending data, with scatter limited to negative or
neutral SOl events (Figure 37). R-values exceed 0.70 for each of these locations. In
short, there is a general conformance of El Niflo and La Nifia events in western
Washington to basic hypothetical assumptions about seasonal wet and dry periods.
Results of the means-difference model paralleled those of the linear regression
model (Figure 36). Exceptions include stations that dropped or were raised one level of
statistical significance. In general, a difference between mean precipitation values
following El Niflo and La Nina events can be established for large portions of western
Washington for the 1966-80 period.
Oregon lacks a station that registers at the highest (p<O.001) level of significance.
However, 15 stations are observed at the p0.001-0.Ol level (Figure 34). These are
principally located in the western portion of the state, including the northern Coast, the
lower Columbia River Gorge, and the eastern portion of the Willamette Valley. Drain
and Dorena Dam also report this level of significance. The location of stations at the
eastern periphery of the Willamette Valley is analogous to areas of significance inI
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Figure 37. Graphs of Washington weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOl values, 1966-80. Precipitation values are in inches.59
western Washington. These are principally stations of higher altitude that are in close
proximity to Cascade Range uplands, or are located in river valleys confined within
upland areas. Graphs of four stations show basically linear, upward trends, but with
considerable scatter in the neutral and negative SOl portion of the graph (Figure 38).
This is likely the reason that no station is statistically significant to the p<O.001 level,
though r-values equal or exceed 0.65 in each case.Some violation of the linear-
regression-based hypothesis is occurring for years that have SOT values that are around
zero, or are negative.
Some geographic equivalence is noted between results of the linear regression
model and the means-difference model (Figure 36). However, several stations have
fallen to the suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.05) level of significance. For the Headworks Portland
Water Bureau and Clatskanie stations, a clear difference between the precipitation means
of El Niflo and La Nifla years can be affirmed. This is also true of the stations in the
north Coast area.
Idaho produced only one station, Wallace Woodland Park, with a statistical
significance in the p=O.00 1-0.01 range (Figure 34). This is despite an r-value of 0.70,
which is markedly higher than any recorded for the 1948-97 period. Considerable
scatter, shown on the graphs in Figure 39, is likely the cause. Though these graphs reveal
a general upward trend, scatter can be observed regarding both negative and positive SOl
events. Some violation of the linear regression-based hypothesis is therefore indicated.
The result is p-values that do not exceed suggestive significance (p=O.0i-O.05) for the
other stations featured, despite r-values of 0.50 or greater.8
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The means difference model yielded results that differed geographically with those
seen with application of the linear regression model (Figure 36). However, theWallace
Woodland Park station reported p-values in the 0.001-0.01 range when both models were
applied. This was the only station where a clear difference between El Nino and La Nifia
events could be established for the 1966-80 period.
1961-75 Period
Montana revealed six stations at the conclusive (p<0.001) level of significance for
the 196 1-75 period (Figure 40). A large number of stations are evident within the
p=0.00i-0.Oi range. In both cases, stations that formerly did not show significance now
do according to the linear regression model. The graphs in Figure 41 show upward,
linear trends with a minimum of scatter. This is confirmed by r-values that equal or
exceed 0.79 for these stations. Similar patterns are likely the cause of the large number
of stations in the p=O.001-O.Ol range. This affirms assumptions of basic statistical
linearity when precipitation is compared with the SOl for the 1961-75 period.
The means-difference model yields results that mirror the linear regression model in
several locations throughout Montana (Figure 42). However, p-value contrasts are
notable at some locations. For the four stations that were featured graphically, p-values
were less than 0.01 at each location for each model. Manystations across the state
demonstrated a clear difference between the means of negative and positive SOl events.
In Washington, Mud Mountain Dam is the lone station that shows a p-value less
than 0.001. Eleven stations register p-values in the p0.00i-O.Oi range in western
Washington (Figure 40). These retain a Puget Sound focus, but this has moved south.0
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±t-testwas applied to evaluate the difference between the mean Figure 42. Map showing means-difference significance, 196
precipitation (October-March) of years dominated by El Niflo and La Nifia events. Points in the conclusive andhigh categories denote
locations with confirmed levels of statistical significance.Two stations in southwest, and three in the southeast Washington also are revealed at this
level of significance. The four stations featured graphically include three in western
Washington and Dayton in the southeastern part of the state (Figure 43). Graphs show an
upward linear trend, but show enough scatter that three of the four have p-values that
exceed 0.001. The four stations have r-values that equal or exceed 0.65. Someviolation
of assumptions regarding the linear regression model is evident, therefore.
The means-difference model shows little geographic correspondence to the results
of the linear regression model (Figure 42). Western Washington stations show p-values
only in the suggestive (p0.O i-0.05) range. This is true of the stations featured
graphically, including Dayton in the southeastern part of the state. The only two stations
that show significance at the p0.00l-0.Ol level are Winthrop and Chewelah, which
typically have not registered notable levels of statistical significance.
Oregon has one station, Bonneville Dam, that registers at the convincing (p<O.001)
level of statistical significance (Figure 40). Several additional stations are evident atthe
p=O.O0 i-0.01 level of significance. These include a fairly typical geographicdistribution
such as stations in the eastern portion of the Willamette Valley, influenced by uplands
adjacent to the Cascade Range. Stations in the Cottage Grove area are also evident,and
Prospect produced significance at this level. A total of four stations are apparent in
northeastern Oregon. The northern Coast hasonlyone station at the p''0.00l-0.01 level.
The four stations that are featured graphically show an upward trend (Figure 44). Scatter
is likely the reason that three of the four lack significance at the p<0.001 level, despite r-
values equal to or greater than 0.60. Bonneville Dam has an r-value for the 1961-75Ptid Mouita,i i3en VA Predpation v Southern Oscdetion Index, 1961-75
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Figure 44. Graphs of Oregon weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOT values, 1961-75. Precipitation values are in inches.period of 0.77. Some divergence from the hypothesis regarding seasonal precipitation
values is noted for the remaining three stations.
The means-difference model shows little geographic correspondence with the linear
regression model (Figure 42). No station registers above the p=O.O i-0.05 range. No
clear difference can be established between precipitation following El Niflo and La Nifia
events in Oregon for the 196 1-75 period.
Three stations in Idaho demonstrate significance at the p<O.00l level: Wallace
Woodland Park, Fenn Ranger Station, and McCall (Figure 40). The latter of the three has
not shown this level of statistical significance for other time periods. Like other regional
stations, McCall's proximity to mountainous terrain might explain its strong statistical
significance for the 1961-75 period. Four stations have p-values in the 0.00 1-0.01 range,
with three in locations that are consistent with the results of linear regression analysis for
other time periods. The fourth is Shoshone, located on the Snake River Plain. Several
stations show suggestive significance, which has not been observed for this area
typically. The four stations featured graphically reveal upward trending graphs (Figure
45). Fenn Ranger Station shows the most linear output, and has an r-value of 0.89. For
the other three stations, increased scatter appears to be the cause of the reduction of the r-
values, which range from 0.72-0.77. In addition, the Kellogg station falls short of being
significant at the p<O.00l level. This may be the result of scatter that is evident for the
strongest two La Nina events during the 196 1-75 period. El Niflo and La Nifia episodes
of this time period, with the exception of the two La Nifla events, conform to
hypothesized precipitation relationships. The basic hypothesis states that wet seasonalU
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Figure 45. Graphs of Idaho weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOl values, 1961-75. Precipitation values are ininches.71
periods follow La Nifia events, while drier periods follow El Niflo events. This
relationship can be detected and verified through the linear regression model. This is
certainly true of the results of Fenn Ranger Station.
The means difference model showed some geographic correspondence tothe linear
regression model (Figure42).Three of the four stations that were featured graphically
demonstrate a difference between the means of El Nub and La Nina yearswhere p-
values are in the 0.001-0.01 range. A total of five stations revealthis level of
significance, and this includes the McCall Station. Fenn Ranger Stationfails to register
above the suggestive level of significance (pO.Ol-O.O5). Theresults of the means-
difference model somewhat confirm the upward and linear trends observedwith the
linear regression model.
1976-90 Period
When the linear regression model was applied to the Southern OscillationIndex and
Precipitation in the Northwest for the1976-90period, few stations showed any statistical
significance (Figure46).Theonlystate that showed p-values for its stations abovethe
lowest (p>O.O5) category was Montana. The Mystic Lake stationrecorded a p-value in
the 0.001-0.01 range, and four others registered in the suggestive(p=O.O i-0.05)
significance range. Graphs of two stations in southwest Montanashow upward,
somewhat linear trends (Figure 47). However, they both revealsubstantial scatter,
Trident in particular. The precipitation received in the wakeof the1982-83El Nub
event shows some conformance to the precipitationassumptions theorized about El Niño
events. However, the precipitation that followedthis event was higher than expected
considering these assumptions.0
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The means-difference model produced a total of eight stations that fall into the
p=0.00i-0.Oi range of significance (Figure 48). A difference between the means of
negative and positive SO! events is established for the 1976-90 period at these locations.
The stations in question are concentrated in southwest and south-central Montana, and
include Trident. Aside from this, there is little correspondence between the two models.
The state of Washington lacked stations that registered at any considerable level of
statistical significance for the 1976-90 period (Figure 46). Graphs of two western
Washington stations indicate a possible reason (Figure 49). In each case, the strong El
Niflo event of 1982-83 yielded a high average precipitation for the period in question.
Conversely, one of the driest October-March periods followed a mild El Niflo event. The
precipitation range between the two is considerable, and contributes to a general lack of
an upward, linear trend.
Only three stations in Washington show means-difference significance levels in the
suggestive (pO.Ol-O.O5) range, with two of them featured in Figure 48. A difference
between the October-March precipitation means preceded by El Niflo and La Nifia events
could not be clearly established in Washington for the 1976-90 period.
Oregon did not reveal any stations with statistical significance when linear
regression was applied to fall/winter precipitation and Southern Oscillation Index values
(Figure 46). Graphs of two western Oregon stations show marked scatter (Figure 50).
Precipitation that corresponds to the 1982-83 El Niflo event is one major contributor. At
each location, October-March precipitation averages following this El Niflo event were
the highest or second highest for the 1976-90 period. This is a clear violation of the- _______ - a--
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basic hypothesis upon which the linear regression model is used. Low r-values are
similarly indicated, being less than 0.10 for both featured stations.
Application of the means-difference model yielded no significant results throughout
Oregon (Figure 48). Therefore, no difference between the means of El Niflo and La Nina
events could be established statewide.
Idaho was similar to Washington and Oregon in lacking any statistical significance
upon application of linear regression for the years 1976-90 (Figure 46). Graphs of two
stations that have shown high correlation for other time periods do not reveal upward-
trending, linear data (Figure 51). Significant scatter is observed on both graphs, partially
reflective of the strong influence of the precipitation that followed the 1982-83 El Niflo.
This event produced the greatest average monthly precipitation (1976-90) for an October-
March period at Bonners Ferry. Since the basic hypothesis of this study assumes a low
precipitation event following a strong El Niflo, this assumption is violated when the linear
regression model is applied. Low r-values (less than 0.15) are consistent with this
finding.
Application of the means-difference model did not yield statistically significant
results anywhere in Idaho (Figure 48). Therefore, no difference can be asserted
concerning the mean precipitation linked to negative and positive SOl events for the
1976-90 period.4
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1983-9 7 Period
Significance was generally low across the Northwest when linear regression was
applied to precipitation and the Southern Oscillation Index for 1983-97 (Figure 52). The
state with the largest number of statistically-significant stations was Montana. It had one
station where p<O.00l, and three stations where p=O.001-O.Ol. The station with
convincing significance (Harlowton) and two within the high-significance range (Cut
Bank and Fort Benton) have shown little statistical significance during other time
periods. Graphs of two stations, St. Ignatius and Harlowton, generally show linear,
upward trends (Figure 53). These trends are consistent with the basic hypothesis
regarding seasonal precipitation averages following La Nifia and El Nifio events.
The means-difference model yields small p-values in areas with little geographic
correspondence to the linear regression model (Figure 54). Barber revealed significance
in the p<O.00l range. Trident, Harlowton, and Chester showed significance in the
p=O.00I-O.Ol range. These four stations showed an established difference between the
means of periods that followed negative and positive SO! events.
Washington reported only two stations with significance in the pr0.00i0.0i range
for the 1983-97 period (Figure 52). Two additional stations indicated suggestive
(p=0.O i-0.05) significance. All pertinent stations are located in western Washington, in
the Puget Sound area. Graphs of the two stations with notable statistical significance are
featured in Figure 55. Despite r-values equal to or greater than 0.64, neither of these
stations has p-values less than 0.001. Despite somewhat upward-trending graphs,
considerable scatter with these shorter-term data sets is the likely reason. This indicates
that some violation of the basic hypothesis of this study must be occurring.0 0 Bonners erryO 0 o
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Figure 54. Map showing means-difference significance, 1983-97. A t-test was applied to evaluate the difference between the mean
precipitation (October-March) of years dominated by El Niño and La Nifia events. Points in the conclusive and high categories denote
locations with confirmed levels of statistical significance.9
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Figure 55. Graphs of Washington weather stations showingprecipitation vs. SOl values,
1983-97. Precipitation values are in inches.85
The means-difference model shows additional stations and levels of significance
than was indicated by the linear regression model (Figure 54). The stations also show a
Puget Sound-area focus. Two stations display significance at the p<O.001 level, and
seven others in the p=0.00i-0.0i range. The difference between the means of El Niño
and La Nifia events at these nine stations is affirmed for the 1983-97 period.
Oregon had no stations that reported statistical significance greater than the
suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.O5) level for the 1983-97 period (Figure 52). The one station that
showed this level of significance was the Baker Airport in the northeastern part of the
state. Data from this station, as well as Prospect, are featured in Figure 56. A slight
upward trend can be detected in the Baker Airport data, but is lacking in the Prospect
data. Throughout the state, the data that are applied to linear regression violate the
hypothesis that presupposes usage of this model.
A total of eleven stations show suggestive (p=O.Ol-O.05) levels of significance
using the means-difference model (Figure 54). These are located throughout the state.
These levels of significance fall short in positively confirming a difference between El
Niffo and La Nina episodes for the 1983-97 period in Oregon.
Idaho had one station that registered at the p0.00i-0.0i range of significance,
Bonners Ferry (Figure 52). Figure 55 reveals an upward trend at this station, but marked
scatter is observed. Less of an upward trend can be established at Fenn Ranger Station,
which reported a low (p>O.O5) level of significance. The low level of significance at
Bonners Ferry is despite a relatively high r-value of 0.67. This indicates the presence of
scatter, which to some degree indicates a violation of the theorized relationship of La8
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Figure 56. Graphs of Oregon weather stations showing precipitation vs. SOl values,
1983-97. Precipitation values are in inches.7
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97. Precipitation values are in inches.88
Nina, El Niflo, and precipitation when compared via the regression model.
The results of the means-difference model do not mirror those of the linear
regression model (Figure54).Bonners Ferry has a suggestive level of significance
(pO.O1-O.O5)according to this model, along with 13 other stations. Shoshone, located in
the Snake River Plain, registers at the pO.001-O.Ol level of significance. This is the lone
Idaho station of which it can be affirmed that there is a notable difference between El
Niflo and La Nina events for the 1983-97 period.89
DISCUSSION
This study was conducted using two statistical models, linear regression and t-tests.
The primary hypothesis assumes a positive (r>0) correlation between the SOl and
October-March mean monthly precipitation in the Northwest. The significance of this
correlation is expressed by p-values, which were used to confirm these linear, upward
trends. The use oft-tests, in addition to establishing a difference between the means ofEl
Nino and La Nifa years, was theorized to yield significance results that were comparable
spatially to those observed with linear regression. The general hypothesis was that
seasonal precipitation following La Nifia events exceeds that following El Nifio events.
This was assumed to be valid regardless of the length of the data set that was analyzed.
The existence of notable spatial variation of the results was also hypothesized.
The fundamental hypothesis had to be rejected across the four-state region, as a
minority of stations showed correlation and means-difference significance levels where
p-values were less than or equal to 0.01. This geographical scenario applied to each of
the four states in the study. Stations in the two lowest significance categories included
the majority of locations east of Montana's Continental Divide. Exceptions included
stations adjacent to mountainous provinces. In Washington, stations with high
significance were generally absent from areas east of the Cascade Range, with the
southeastern part of the state being an exception. Similar results are indicated in Oregon,
with the only exception being a small area in the northeast. In western Oregon,
significance was usually lacking in the Willamette Valley and Coast Range, as well as in
southwestern Oregon and along the southwest Coast. Idaho stations showed little
significance south of 45 degrees north latitude, particularly in the Snake River Plain.Despite these findings, certain regions showed a recurrence of high levels of
statistical significance with application of the statistical models. In Montana, this
included broad areas west of the Continental Divide. A small number of stations east of
the Continental Divide reported high statistical significance on a regular basis. These
appeared to be closely linked spatially with mountainous provinces. Stations in
Washington reported the highest levels of significance in the East Puget Sound region.
Several of these stations are at higher elevation, a result of their close proximity to
Cascade Range uplands. High significance levels were also recorded on the Olympic
Peninsula. A few stations in southeast Washington also reported high significance,
though stations east of the Cascade Range were generally classified in the low
significance category. A similar pattern was observed in Oregon. The majority of
significant stations in this state appeared to be clustered adjacent to the west slopes of the
Cascade Range. Other locations included the Cottage Grove area, the North Coast, and
Prospect. Stations with high levels of statistical significance were largely absent from
eastern Oregon, but exceptions would include two higher altitude stations in the northeast
part of the state. Statistically-significant stations in Idaho were typically limited to the
central and northern portions of the state, areas with considerable mountainous terrain.
Not all Idaho stations located in close proximity to mountainous provinces exhibited high
levels of statistical significance. However, stations that generally did show higher
significance were typically located near mountainous provinces.
This study included the use of two statistical models, linear regression and t-tests.
The means-difference model (utilization of a t-test) was implemented to demonstrate a
difference in the mean seasonal precipitation values that follow La Nifa and El Nifio91
episodes. It was also used basically to confirm upward and linear trends indicated by the
linear regression model. One secondary hypothesis established that the two statistical
models will reveal spatial correspondence to each other when applied to the point data in
this study. This hypothesis had to be rejected, as the two models show notable
correspondence for only three time periods: 1948-97, 1961-90, and 1966-80. The other
time periods were characterized by low correspondence between the models, or low
statistical significance overall.
Despite the regional generalizations that can be made, statistical results showed
marked spatial diversity depending on the time period in question. This indicates the
need for rejection of the hypothesis that all time periods will yield comparable
significance values at point locations. These generalizations canonlybe applied to
roughly half of the time periods that were analyzed: 1948-97, 5 1-80 (regression only),
1966-80 (Washington and Oregon only), and 1961-75 (regression only). For the
remainder of the time periods analyzed, little data comparability is noted.
Notable spatial data variation was observed within each of the four states included
in the study. This confirms the hypothesis to the same effect. In Montana, broad areas
west of the Continental Divide showed high levels of statistical significance when both
statistical models were applied. However, certain stations in this region regularly failed
to demonstrate notable levels of significance. A comparable pattern was present in
Washington. East Puget Sound stations regularly exhibited high levels of statistical
significance, while stations closer to the Sound itself were often in lower categories.
Diversity also can be detected on the Olympic Peninsula, as well as in southeast
Washington. In Oregon, stations located adjacent to Cascade Range uplands typically92
showed the highest levels of statistical significance, while low levels were reported
farther west in the Willamette Valley. Results form the northern Coast also stand in
contrast to Willamette Valley locations. A limited number of stationsin northeast
Oregon with high significance stand in contrast to the remainder of sites in that part of the
state. Idaho Panhandle stations commonly showed the highestlevels of significance in
that state. However, multiple stations within this region regularly demonstrated lower
levels of statistical significance.
A majority of the multiple working hypotheses presented in this study had to be
rejected when the rigor of statistical verification was applied to data across the four-state
region. Only limited areas showed a recurrence of high levels of statistical significance
with application of the statistical models. According to the geographic distribution of
these results, the SOl and precipitation show a linkage that is closely tied to mountainous
provinces. Exceptions to this include some stations in western Montana, western
Washington, and the northern coast of Oregon. Areas that regularly revealed no
significant relationship are typically located east of prominent mountain ranges. In short,
it appears that the SOl "signal" is magnified by mountainous areas. This might be the
result of the ability of these regions to enhance regional precipitation. This same SOT
signal appears to be obscured in regions east of mountainous areas. This may bethe
consequence of local rain shadow effects, or theheterogeneity of air masses in these
areas increasingly influenced by continentality.Coastal areas showed a similar contrast.
For instance, the northern coast of Oregon commonly reported significancewhen the
statistical models were applied, while the southern coastal locations lacked ituniformly.
This might be indicative of a difference in long term onshore flow regimes, one ofwhichallows for the detection of the SOl/precipitation relationship, and the other which does
not detect it, or actively obscures it. The two statistical tests showed a limited spatial
relationship when the point data were analyzed. For a minority of the time periods in
question, stations that showed higher levels of significance when the linear regression
model was applied showed comparable significance with the means-difference model.
This simply confirms that upward, linear trends (positive correlation) with high
significance indicate distinct differences between the precipitation that follows La Nina
and El Niflo episodes. For the majority of time periods analyzed, however, the link
between these two statistical methods could not be detected. This is likely an indication
of the low correlation significance that characterized several periods analyzed in the
study. This appeared to be more manifest for shorter data subsets (i.e. 15-year data sets).
This may be indicative of individual SOl events that do not conform to the hypothesized
linear trend. When this linear trend is obscured, especially in shorter data sets,
precipitation differences following La Nifia and El Niflo periods do not appear distinct.
Instead, the magnitude of difference among La Nifla and El Nifio years is great. An
example would be one or more El Nino events that are followed by high seasonal
precipitation.Distinctively different precipitation trends might be the cause for the
difference between the results of the various time periods. However, one reason is likely
the winter that followed the 1982-83 El Nifio, and other events like it that do not conform
to hypothesized precipitation trends. This event itself was correlated with one of the drier
winters in many Montana locations for the 30-year period, which is consistent with the
established hypotheses of this study. Conversely, this El Niflo was correlated with
above-average winter precipitation for the remaining three states. With at least fourstations in Oregon, it can be linked to one of the seven wettest years between 1961 and
1990.This high precipitation value runs counter to an assumption that is inherent in
using the linear regression model. This assumption is that El Niflo events are followed by
dry winter periods. This is violated for each state but Montana. A comparable scenario
occurs with the 1976-90 data. Little statistical significance was observed for the 1976-90
period across the region. However, r-values were notably low in West Coast locations.
At two Oregon stations, the 1982-83 El Niflo was followed by an October-March
precipitation average that was the highest or second highest for the 1976-90 record.
Resultant r-values fell below 0.10. Clearly, anomalous events such as the 1982-83 El
Niflo have a more significant effect on shorter subsets of data than on the complete 1948-
97 record. The hypothesis that assumed statistical results would show considerable
spatial variation was the only one that could be confirmed overall in this study. As was
described previously, spatial variation appears to be tied to location in proximity to
mountains, or coastal areas with varying onshore flow regimes.CONCLUSION
Linear regression and t-tests were utilized for a data set that included 260 stations
across the Northwest. Linear regression was used to verilyhypothesized positive
correlation, itself confirmed by statistical significance or p-values when the average June-
November SOl is compared with the average precipitation for the October-March period
at each station. This hypothesis was rejected across the four-state region, although it was
established in limited areas within each state. A means-difference test was used to
confirm a hypothesized difference between the mean seasonal precipitation values of La
Nifia and El Niflo years. This hypothesis had to be rejected across the four state region,
although a limited number of stations showed a clear difference between mean seasonal
precipitation values. This statistical method was also used to verily the linear, upward-
trending data of the linear regression model. While this hypothesis too had to be rejected
overall, three out of eight of the time periods analyzed displayed a notable
correspondence between the two models. The remaining five show that linear, upward-
trending data do not necessarily equate with a significant difference between the means
of El Niflo and La Nifia years. The magnitude of precipitation differences in given La
Nifla and El Nino years appears to be the reason: precipitation averages that follow El
Niflo and La Nifla episodes do not strictly conform to the assumption that El Niflo events
bring decreased precipitation amounts to the Northwest, while La Nifia events yield
increased precipitation. It was also theorized that both models will reveal statistical
significance across the four-state study area regardless of the time period considered.
This too was rejected, as roughly hail of the time periods analyzed exhibited a general
pattern of high statistical significance at certain locations. The most notable event thatdemonstrates a violation of the majority of the hypotheses in this study is the El Niño
event of 1982-83. While this episode correlates with comparatively low precipitation
totals in Montana, the opposite is true in the other three northwestern states. Especially
in Oregon and Washington, this trend is the inverse of typical assumptions made about El
Niflo and La Nina. As a result, spatial and temporal hypotheses about the SOl and its
relationship to seasonal precipitation often must be rejected. The spatial variation in
these results, however, does confirm the final hypothesis, that such variation exists. This
stands in contrast to the study of Redmond and Koch (1991). Their results were
necessarily limited by the climatic-division scale of their data
The reality of geographical patterns of statistical significance, as well as some
correspondence between the two statistical models, has certain management implications.
Results indicate that certain areas show a recurrence of high statistical significance.
These include most of Montana west of the Continental Divide, much of eastern Puget
Sound adjacent to Cascade Range uplands, Oregon at the western base of the Cascades,
and northern Idaho. Secondary areas include southern Puget Sound and the Olympic
Peninsula, southeast Washington, the north Oregon Coast, and northeast Oregon. In the
case of Montana, most stations are in valley locations withclose proximity to mountains.
They are found largely within three significant Columbia Basin watersheds: the Flathead,
Bitterroot, and Clark Fork. The ability to monitor stations in these watersheds potentially
gives managers some capacity to predict fall and winter precipitation totals, and resulting
river flows or discharges. With the exception of limited areas, such as Oregon's North
Coast, stations are largely located adjacent to mountainous uplands. Fall and winter
precipitation accumulation translates into storage in the form of snow. The ability toroughly predict or prepare for certain winter precipitation scenarios is important in these
locations, particularly on the west slopes of the Cascade Mountains. These areas receive
some of the highest snow accumulations in the Lower48 States. This is true to a lesser
degree in the Blue Mountains of southeast Washington and northeast Oregon.
Comparable to Montana, the north Idaho stations are located within Columbia Basin
watersheds. Results from the current study lend to the predictability of climatic trends
that potentially affect local watersheds, as well as larger basins. Further study could be
pursued that would include mountainous areas that already appear to show accentuated
effects from El Nifio and La Nifia. Perhaps the incorporation of high-altitude snow water
equivalency data into a future study would advance this understanding further.98
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APPENDICES101
Montana Weather Stations
ugusta Hysham
Babb Jordan
Baker Kalispell
Barber Lewistown
Bigfork Libby RS
Billings Water Plant Lima
Billings WSO Lincoln RS
Boulder Livingston AP
Bozeman Medicine Lake
Broadus Meistone
Brussett Miles City AP
Butte Missoula AP
Cascade Moccasin Experiment St.
Chester Mystic Lake
Chinook Norris Madison Pump
Columbus Opheim 16 SE
Culbertson Polebridge
Cut Bank Rapleje
Darby Red Lodge
Denton Roundup
Dillon Roy 8NE
Divide Savage
Ekalaka Seeley Lake RS
Ennis Simpson
Fairfield St. Ignatius
Flat Willow Stevensville
Fort Assinniboine Sun River
Fort Benton Superior
Gibson Dam Townsend
Glendive Trident
Goldbutte Valier
Grass Range Virginia City
Great Falls AP Wibaux
Hamilton Winifred
Harlowton Wisdom
Hebgen Dam Nyola
Helena
Heron
Holter Dam
Hungry Horse Dam
Appendix Al. Montana weather stations included in study.102
Washington Weather
Stations
berdeen Rainier Ohanapecosh
berdeen 20 NNE Richiand
Battle Ground Ritzville
Blame Rosalia
Bremerton Sea-Tac AP
Buckley Sedro Woolley
Centralia Shelton
Chewelah Snoqualmie Falls
Chimacum Spokane AP
Clearbrook Startup
Clearwater Sunnyside
Concrete PPL /ancouver
Coulee Dam Wapato
Dallesport Wauna
Dayton Wenatchee
Diablo Dam Wilbur
Elma Winthrop
Elwha R.S. Yakima
Everett
Forks
Hatton
Kennewick
La Crosse
Lake Wenatchee
Landsburg
Longview
McMillin Reservoir
Mill Creek Dam
Monroe
Mud Mountain Dam
Newport
Odessa
Olympia
Palmer
Pomeroy
Port Angeles
Pullman
Quilcene
Quincy
Appendix A2. Washington weather stations included in study.103
Oregon Weather Stations
Antelope Kent
Ashland Kiamath Falls
wstin Lakeview
Baker AP Leaburg
Bandon Lower Hay Creek
Bend Madras
Beulah Maiheur Branch Exp. Station
Bonneville Dam McMinnville
Brookings Medford WSO AP
Cascadia Milton Freewater
Clatskanie Moro
Cloverdale Newport
Condon North Bend FAA AP
Corvallis Water Bureau Oakridge Fish Hatchery
CorvallisOSU Ontano
Cottage Grove Dam Oregon City
Crater Lake Otis
Dallas Owyhee Dam
Dilley Paisley
Dorena Dam Pendleton AP
Drain Portland WSFO
Dufur Powers
Elkton Prineville
Estacada Prospect
Eugene WSO AP Riddle
Fern Ridge Dam Rock Creek
Forest Grove Salem WSO AP
Fossil Seaside
Gold Beach Three Lynx
Grants Pass Tillamook
Halfway Union Experiment Station
Hart Mountain Wildlife Ref. Wasco
Haskins Dam Waterloo
Headrks Portland H2O Wickiup Dam
Heppner Williams
Hillsboro
HoHey
Hood River Experiment Station
Huntington
Appendix A3. Oregon weather stations included in study.104
Idaho Weather Stations
\berdeen Experiment St. Payette
merican Falls Pocatello
rrowrock Dam Porthill
Ashton Potlatch
Bayview Model Basin Priest River Experiment Station
Boise WSFO AP Sandpoint Expenment St.
Bonners Ferry Shoshone
Burley FAA AP St. Anthony
Caldwell St. Manes
Cambridge Swan Falls Power House
Cascade Wallace Woodland Park
Chilly Barton Flat
Deer Flat Dam
Dubois Experiment Station
Fairtield RS
Fenn Ranger Station
Fort Hall
Grace
Grand View
Grangeville
Hamer
Hazelton
Hill City
Howe
Idaho City
Kamiah
Kellogg
Lewiston
Lifton Pumping Station
Malad City
McCall
Mckay Ranger Station
Minidoka Dam
Moscow
Mountain Home
New Meadows RS
Parma Experiment Station
Appendix A4. Idaho weather stations included in study.105
Station R-value Station R-value
Palmer 0.58853724Dorena Dam 0.431841
Mud Mountain Dam 0.58408081Sea-Tac AP 0.429308
Lincoln RS 0.57321773Monroe 0.422039
Buckley 0.54710747Olympia 0.421 272
Seeley Lake RS 0.52572908Rock Creek 0.414382
Missoula AP 0.52073704Cottage Grove Dam 0.414362
Hamilton 0.51 8783Centralia 0.406302
Landsburg 0.51795383Wallace Woodland Park 0.40496
Oakridge Fish Hatchery 0.51747404Leaburg 0.402
Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.51121777Austin 0.400704
Startup 0.50397321Lewiston 0.397904
Snoqualmie Falls 0.50353576Elma 0.39662r
Olga 0.50171211Livingston AP 0.395684
Sedro Woolley 0.50082755Dayton 0.395263
Superior 0.49902984Medicine Lake 0.394313
Polebndge 0.49726398Drain 0.394206
St. lgnatius 0.4952391Clatskanie 0.392729
Stevensville 0.47436885Prospect 0.391712
Gibson Dam 0.47386342Harlowton 0.390288
Blame 0.473491St. Manes 0.386642
Darby 0.47095092Cloverdale 0.382154
Fenn Ranger Station 0.4708054Shelton 0.38207
Concrete PPL 0.47013566Helena 0.381801
Hungry Horse Dam 0.46914772Bend 0.380117
Mystic Lake 0.46555971Kellogg 0.379822
Heron 0.4636125Babb 0.373516
Headworks Portland H20 0.46210576Kamiah 0.372941
Diablo Dam 0.45986189Clearwater 0.369137
Libby RS 0.45758024Everett 0.368282
Cascadia 0.45488587Newport 0.362038
Clearbrook 0.45371364berdeen 0.359113
Boulder 0.45275046Wauna 0.357837
Bonners Ferry 0.44637429Oregon City 0.349886
McMillin Reservoir 0.44625999PortAngeles 0.34661
Grangeville 0.44287464Battle Ground 0.346001
Three Lynx 0.44237638Otis 0.34562
Lake Wenatchee 0.44095569Longview 0.342813
Bonneville Dam 0.43860677Porthill 0.342595
Pullman 0.4363053Elkton 0.342548
Estacada 0.435821McCall 0.342415
Appendix B!. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
1948-97 period.106
Station R-value Station R-value
Mud Mountain Dam 0.67143534Everett 0.488021
Hamilton 0.60604707Port Angeles 0.485723
Buckley 0.6053962Newport 0.48514
Snoqualmie Falls 0.60175333Dayton 0.48451
Fenn Ranger Station 0.59474413Dorena Dam 0.483664
Concrete PPL 0.59271871Longview 0.481834
Startup 0.5903999Leaburg 0.481284
Palmer 0.58689701Mill Creek Dam 0.479577
Hungry Horse Dam 0.57823344Cottage Grove Dam 0.477049
Diablo Dam 0.57647414Libby RS 0.476515
Oakndge Fish Hatchery 0.57309197Sedro Woolley 0.47601
Lake Wenatchee 0.5729631Cloverdale 0.474009
Headworks Portland H20 0.57161711Sea-Tac AP 0.47371
Bonneville Dam 0.56776767Divide 0.473654
Mystic Lake 0.56763875Pullman 0.47224
Wallace Woodland Park 0.56762336Seaside 0.468633
Three Lynx 0.56550951Union Experiment Station 0.468616
Darby 0.56479146\berdeen 0.467057
Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.56055378Kamiah 0.466464
McMillin Reservoir 0.5592121St. Manes 0.465621
Kellogg 0.5512876Grangeville 0.465437
Elma 0.54878483Polebridge 0.459199
Missoula AP 0.54696009Drain 0.452898
Landsburg 0.54260556Monroe 0.450906
Cascadia 0.54054224Nickiup Dam 0.45021
Estacada 0.53612629Porthill 0.448563
Olympia 0.53390619Tillamook 0.44776
Heron 0.53097243Lewiston 0.447679
ustin 0.52823323Olga 0.446094
Aberdeen 20 NNE 0.52549841Bremerton 0.440785
Superior 0.51768883Bonners Ferry 0.440314
Stevensville 0.51503548Lincoln RS 0.438938
Shelton 0.51195252Prospect 0.431826
Clatskanie 0.51039874Fern Ridge Dam 0.428438
Centralia 0.50868254Pocatello 0.427477
Battle Ground 0.49754086Seeley Lake RS 0.426499
Otis 0.49720032Livingston AP 0.425953
Rock Creek 0.49278146Condon 0.422279
Wauna 0.48948847Moscow 0.421973
Eugene WSO AP 0.48880395Oregon City 0.420277
Appendix B2. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
195 1-80 period.107
Station R-value Station R-value
Mystic Lake 0.69302809Diablo Dam 0.445778
Livingston AP 0.63472478Babb 0.440827
Butte 0.61539278Great Falls AP 0.438052
Mud Mountain Dam 0.60916537Oakridge Fish Hatchery 0.437279
Gibson Dam 0.59591634Columbus 0.437047
Hungry Horse Dam 0.59246003Pullman 0.431 876
Seeley Lake RS 0.59190967McMiIlin Reservoir 0.429399
Lincoln RS 0.58243738Wisdom 0.425712
St. Ignatius 0.57197088Headrks Portland H20 0.425256
Palmer 0.56829669Kellogg 0.422464
Polebridge 0.56736665Dayton 0.421571
Missoula AP 0.5621017Hysham 0.419723
Buckley 0.56061772Three Lynx 0.418003
Hamilton 0.558607Cascadia 0.409643
Jirginia City 0.55590595Blame 0.408696
Boulder 0.54886681ustin 0.408401
Stevensville 0.53071139Barber 0.405853
Fenn Ranger Station 0.52723031Monroe 0.405707
SedroWoolley 0.51973256Tillamook 0.405468
Medicine Lake 0.51102506Billings WSO 0.404189
St. Manes 0.50986219Kalispell 0.403398
Hanlowton 0.50831167Cloverdale 0.401451
Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.50318151Lake Wenatchee 0.399973
Darby 0.5020824Fairfield 0.397513
Helena 0.4996877Bnussett 0.389769
Wallace Woodland Park 0.49640326Roy 8NE 0.3891 65
Snoqualmie Falls 0.49348652Otis 0.389108
BonnevilleDam 0.49187617Prospect 0.388114
Libby RS 0.49157341Rapleje 0.38799
Landsburg 0.48926932Culbertson 0.387822
Startup 0.48528129Roundup 0.384657
Concrete PPL 0.48167855Moscow 0.382343
Hotter Dam 0.46817486Elma 0.379723
Cut Bank 0.46707867Jordan 0.379577
Dillon 0.46305509Olympia 0.378395
Heron 0.46091931Estacada 0.377447
Clearbrook 0.45031405Hebgen Dam 0.377114
Olga 0.44995068Opheim 16 SE 0.376706
Divide 0.44983875Centralia 0.372846
Superior 0.44876962Bozeman 0.371 888
Appendix B3. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
1961-90 period.108
Station R-value Station R-value
Darby 0.71164526Missoula AP 0.45918
Lewiston 0.68366783Wapato 0.457312
Milton Freewater 0.64855464Cascade 0.454837
Fossil 0.64639795Paul 0.437959
Hamilton 0.63677593Malheur Branch Exp. Station 0.43351
Condon 0.62234486Dayton 0.427842
Mystic Lake 0.600361Lake Wenatchee 0.424143
Union Experiment Station 0.5891 882Buckley 0.424123
Mill Creek Dam 0.58493373Kent 0.422689
Paisley 0.57336709Mountain Home 0.420699
merican Falls 0.57276638Wickiup Dam 0.418781
Fenn Ranger Station 0.57133316Minidoka Dam 0.418192
Rock Creek 0.56690721Wasco 0.41 7936
Grangeville 0.56017147Heron 0.416513
St. Ignatius 0.5546713Palmer 0.414889
Richland 0.54115793Pocatello 0.410347
Lakeview 0.53641397Oakndge Fish Hatchery 0.40899
Burley FAA AP 0.53304309Pullman 0.406008
Austin 0.52980044Startup 0.402534
Hungry Horse Dam 0.52974122Beulah 0.390514
ntelope 0.52496216Bend 0.388974
Kennewick 0.51840502Moro 0.384926
Stevensville 0.51780063Klamath Falls 0.378239
Dufur 0.51067095Estacada 0.376299
Mud Mountain Dam 0.50425198Ontario 0.375563
Hazelton 0.50395098Headworks Portland H20 0.37418
Superior 0.50303439Livingston AP 0.373929
Pendleton AP 0.49845642Medford WSO AP 0.370766
Heppner 0.49585492Three Lynx 0.368987
Yakima 0.4908567McMillin Reservoir 0.368275
Sunnyside 0.48696789Idaho City 0.368123
Kellogg 0.4868049Ritzville 0.367895
Wyola 0.47420581Parma Experiment Station 0.359982
Cascade 0.47370864Bonneville Dam 0.357577
Divide 0.47184155Pomeroy 0.352417
Baker AP 0.47177542Wallace Woodland Park 0.352249
Lower Hay Creek 0.46928325rrowrock Dam 0.34475
Kamiah 0.46775759Olympia 0.34415
Madras 0.46628038St. Manes 0.340698
Dallesport 0.4628391Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.338013
Appendix B4. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the80highest r-values for the
1951-65 period.109
Station R-value Station R-value
Palmer 0.83348856Dorena Dam 0.660156
Snoqualmie Falls 0.81281129Centralia 0.655979
Mud Mountain Dam 0.80561544Longview 0.654155
Port Angeles 0.80136568Newport 0.653698
Diablo Dam 0.78580669Drain 0.648573
Concrete PPL 0.78557191Clearbrook 0.645995
Sedro Woolley 0.76707058Estacada 0.644772
Buckley 0.76415552Forks 0.641854
Cloverdale 0.74727712Heron 0.640173
Otis 0.73845462Halley 0.637535
Seaside 0.72782086Cottage Grove Dam 0.633961
Libby RS 0.72346561Fenn Ranger Station 0.632312
Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.72067061Battle Ground 0.627941
Startup 0.71856863Pullman 0.614659
Clatskanie 0.71550776Missoula AP 0.610682
Headwxks Portland H20 0.71483247Blame 0.610533
Bonneville Dam 0.71469934Hungry Horse Dam 0.60887
Cascadia 0.71121145Kellogg 0.608844
McMillin Reservoir 0.71042702Prospect 0.600376
Aberdeen 20 NNE 0.7102739Lincoln RS 0.59771
Polebridge 0.70929652Waterloo 0.591842
Elma 0.70492691Eugene WSO AP 0.590604
Wallace Woodland Park 0.70383795Corvallis Water Bureau 0.59016
Everett 0.70216664Superior 0.589906
Landsburg 0.69856779Bremerton 0.584955
Oakridge Fish Hatchery 0.69668125Hamilton 0.576989
Tillamook 0.69547185Clearwater 0.576782
Elwha R.S. 0.69535146ayview Model Basin 0.57102 1
Olga 0.69298665Gibson Dam 0.568955
Three Lynx 0.69111864Elkton 0.563061
berdeen 0.68992038t. Manes 0.562414
Monroe 0.68861411Bonners Ferry 0.562403
Lake Wenatchee 0.68314528Opheim 16 SE 0.560453
Shelton 0.6798113Boulder 0.56009
Sea-Tac AP 0.67381377Mystic Lake 0.560074
(irginia City 0.6728865eeley Lake RS 0.557395
Wauna 0.67193894alem WSO AP 0.555814
Olympia 0.67157198Dallas 0.554758
Butte 0.66676715Fern Ridge Dam 0.551 294
Leaburg 0.66167616Forest Grove 0.551244
Appendix B5. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-va!ues for the
1966-80 period.110
Station R-value Station R-value
Fenn Ranger Station 0.89427688Prospect 0.676413
Darby 0.82478554McMillin Reservoir 0.672276
Missoula AP 0.81630354Palmer 0.671784
Lincoln RS 0.8045581Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.665857
Gibson Dam 0.79917478Diablo Dam 0.664238
Hamilton 0.79339766Livingston AP 0.663469
Mud Mountain Dam 0.79262434Butte 0.659697
Bonneville Dam 0.77906085Mystic Lake 0.659637
Wallace Woodland Park 0.77893314Cottage Grove Dam 0.657594
McCall 0.77520483Concrete PPL 0.654496
Jordan 0.77162721Moccasin Experiment St. 0.653777
Heron 0.74795201Winifred 0.653478
Pullman 0.74420297Olympia 0.6531 62
Three Lynx 0.74286715Drain 0.652962
Kamiah 0.72814906Halfway 0.651637
Kellogg 0.72740377Mill Creek Dam 0.650441
Stevensville 0.72584911Startup 0.650247
Buckley 0.72506279St. Ignatius 0.647897
Opheim 16 SE 0.72356593Shoshone 0.647284
Cascadia 0.72262503Boulder 0.646873
Libby RS 0.71913541Otis 0.64668
Polebridge 0.71795279Dorena Dam 0.646518
Lake Wenatchee 0.70969678Kalispell 0.644859
Hungry Horse Dam 0.70960526Meistone 0.643991
Longview 0.70854958Roy 8NE 0.64352
Headworks Portland H20 0.70776108Battle Ground 0.642337
Union Experiment Station 0.70086283Rock Creek 0.642193
Harlowton 0.69533181Babb 0.640961
Landsburg 0.69448474Eugene WSO AP 0.64
Austin 0.69377408Condon 0.637217
Seeley Lake RS 0.69282154Divide 0.636795
Oakndge Fish Hatchery 0.69117136Clatskanie 0.636088
Snoqualmie Falls 0.69088182Hazelton 0.63212
Leaburg 0.69084829Denton 0.631727
Centralia 0.68817523Arrowrock Dam 0.628963
Hebgen Dam 0.6871075/irginia City 0.628017
Hood River Experiment Station 0.68697802Roundup 0.626164
St. Manes 0.68186001Potlatch 0.623669
Cut Bank 0.68141807SedroWoolley 0.623445
Dayton 0.68106747Newport 0.620618
Appendix B6. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
1961-75 period.111
Station R-value Station R-value
Mystic Lake 0.6724958Roundup 0.330468
Cut Bank 0.62372561Gibson Dam 0.328356
Trident 0.60800524Dilley 0.322115
Livingston AP 0.60150521Odessa 0.319553
Butte 0.53150097Ennis 0.317233
Baker 0.51068821Chimacum 0.31 68
Columbus 0.50565333Goldbutte 0.316005
St. Ignatius 0.49377716Billings Water Plant 0.311722
ugusta 0.49124338Lima 0.309238
Helena 0.48187983Riddle 0.308986
Rapleje 0.4744975Wasco 0.307037
Fairfield 0.47034124Hungry Horse Dam 0.306908
Dillon 0.46957858Chester 0.30587
Wapato 0.44595215Moro 0.304328
Sunnyside 0.44475112Ekalaka 0.295136
Brookings 0.43338766Parma Experiment Station 0.293284
Quincy 0.43282151Boulder 0.290979
Norris Madison Pump 0.43044678Corvallis-OSU 0.286987
/irginia City 0.42763212Grants Pass 0.282885
Mud Mountain Dam 0.42020517Sun River 0.282865
Dufur 0.4167269Hood River Experiment Station 0.277352
Quilcene 0.4008499Richiand 0.276235
Yakima 0.39406607Wilbur 0.275866
Sedro Woolley 0.39291 79Salem WSO AP 0.273524
Palmer 0.39094332Medicine Lake 0.272349
Holter Dam 0.38562798Corvallis Water Bureau 0.271941
Dallesport 0.38458615Great Falls AP 0.266693
Bozeman 0.37673858Blame 0.266115
Hillsboro 0.37468288Cascade 0.262781
Wibaux 0.36945828Oregon City 0.256938
Haskins Dam 0.36240975Billings WSO 0.256658
Clearbrook 0.35530734Powers 0.256645
Barber 0.35403793Landsburg 0.255734
Seeley Lake RS 0.35226295Fern Ridge Dam 0.254891
Olga 0.35129192Holley 0.252071
Forest Grove 0.34940716Winthrop 0.251 239
Buckley 0.34714709Newport 0.2501 82
Harlowton 0.34012846Hatton 0.249364
Hysham 0.33631018Owyhee Dam 0.246256
Dallas 0.33448644Portland WSFO 0.24625
Appendix B7. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
1976-90 period.112
Station R-value Station R-value
Harlowton 0.80342899Pullman 0.445621
Mud Mountain Dam 0.72862609Oakndge Fish Hatchery 0.44492
St. Ignatius 0.70516825Libby RS 0.4409
Fort Benton 0.70143941Bend 0.440813
Cut Bank 0.69967874Heron 0.43546
Bonners Ferry 0.67732146Ashland 0.43533E
Lincoln RS 0.67703465\ustin 0.431444
Sedro Woolley 0.64225928Clearbrook 0.43081
Bigfork 0.62866692Missoula AP 0.42894'
Blame 0.61952258Dayton 0.42793f
Sun River 0.6039123Lor Hay Creek 0.425311
Seeley Lake RS 0.60222221Grangeville 0.42448E'
Palmer 0.59436203Madras 0.42402c
BakerAP 0.5815816Prospect 0.42206;
Kalispell 0.54271513McMillin Reservoir 0.421034
Buckley 0.53939733Milton Freewater 0.420006
Fairfield 0.53348781Denton 0.41 9036
Chester 0.52402038Great Falls AP 0.41 55f
Polebridge 0.52027728Dorena Dam 0.41 166
Landsburg 0.51119572Bayview Model Basin 0.410775
Medicine Lake 0.50881574Roundup 0.405242
Olga 0.49770371Vallace Woodland Park 0.40440
Quilcene 0.49692757Priest River Experiment Station 0.40321
Snoqualmie Falls 0.49287297Kellogg 0.40072
ugusta 0.48446258Sea-Tac AP 0.395361
Hungry Horse Dam 0.461 08365Concrete PPL 0.39454
Barber 0.47928578Everett 0.391432
Cascadia 0.47596141ntelope 0.390921
Gibson Dam 0.47328389Wickiup Dam 0.38770
Monroe 0.47130508Clearwater 0.38253c
Idaho City 0.47058231Kamiah 0.381665
Startup 0.46898543Cottage Grove Dam 0.37533f
Leaburg 0.46740557rrowrock Dam 0. 374382
Mill Creek Dam 0.4650089Heppner 0.374001
Paul 0.46358335Boulder 0.372517
Rock Creek 0.46141491Livingston AP 0. 372422
Fossil 0.45817654Winifred 0.367&
Rainier Ohanapecosh 0.45493235Sandpoint Experiment St. 0.366752
Rapleje 0.45221057Stevensville 0.36455
Fenn Ranger Station 0.45004238Burley FAA AP 0.36145c
Appendix B8. Listed are Northwest weather stations with the 80 highest r-values for the
1983-97 period.